
Tips and Techniques for Better Photographs 
 
Landscape and Outdoor Photography 
 
1. Use a polarizer on the front of your lens to increase colour saturation and add punch. It will 
remove glare from the sky, water, foliage, store front windows and much more! 
 
2. For best contrast, colour and sweet light, photograph in the early morning or late afternoon. 
There’s a reason why its called - “the Magic Hour!” 
 
3. If you have a dynamic sky with interesting clouds – especially at sunset or sunrise, place the 
horizon lower in the frame to get more of it. 
 
4. If the sky is gray, dull and lifeless, try zooming in or moving up to your subject, to remove it 
 
5. With landscapes, add foreground interest such as flowers, interesting stones and rocks, 
shorelines etc to “anchor” the image and increase the perceived depth. 
 
6. In low light, use a tripod for longer exposures and the sharpest results.  
 In fact, try using a tripod… all the time! 
 
7. Vary your photos - take vertical as well as horizontal shots to gain a different perspective. 
Shoot your subject from different angles, and try different white balance settings, from “sunny” 
mode for outdoors photos, to tungsten (light bulb) setting for indoor images. 
 
8. Use Exposure Compensation, the +/- button, (also known as “EV” for Exposure Value) of  
-0.3, -0.7 and lower when shooting in sunlight, bright snow and sand, or when bright back- 
grounds and reflective objects are visible, to prevent your images from being “washed out” 
 
9. Use your zoom lens to bring objects closer, compress a background or even for selective 
focus, by throwing a background out of focus.  
 
Portrait Photography 
 
10. The eyes have it – make sure your subject’s eyes are in focus… and sharp! 
 
11. When shooting a single subject or person, try placing them on the left or right side of the 
frame, following the “Rule of the Thirds” rather than in the center of the image. 
 
12. If the light is harsh and your subject has large shadows across their face, use your on 
camera flash or attach a flash unit, to provide some fill light, lessen the contrast, and pop some 
catch light into their eyes. Alternatively, move into a shaded area and shoot with natural light. 
 
13. Watch your backgrounds! When shooting people, make sure telephone poles, branches 
and other distracting objects are not “growing” from their heads.  Remove visible garbage and 
other objects that might detract from your image… or compose your photograph differently. 
 
Happy shooting! 
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